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What are the Different Stages of SharePoint Workflow Life Cycle? Sharepoint workflow cycle is very much unique to Sharepoint environment. As we said Sharepoint workflows are always connected in context with a Sharepoint content like list or a document.



Figure: Four different stages in Sharepoint workflow There are four stages in the Sharepoint workflow cycle -- associate, initiate, modify and complete.



Associate As mentioned, workflows in Sharepoint are always talked about in context with a content type. So the first step is to associate a workflow with a content type like list or a document.



Initiate The second step is to initiate the workflow instance. Workflows are nothing but classes finally so a workflow instance needs to be created to start the workflow in action.



Modify Later the workflow instance is modified as per the workflow stages.



Complete Finally the workflow object is terminated.



Figure: Screen and sharepoint workflow The web forms of Sharepoint interact with WSS which in turn then interact with the windows workflow runtime. The windows workflow runtime passes details to the appropriate workflow instance depending on the data passed by WSS. The Sharepoint workflow instance then runs the workflow logic and takes appropriate action accordingly.



Workflow Types Windows Workflow Foundation supports two fundamental workflow styles. You can create workflows of either type for Microsoft SharePoint Foundation 2010.



Sequential Workflows 1. In sequential workflows, the activities are placed in a logical order with an explicit start and an explicit end. 2. The activities are executed sequentially one after the other like a flow chart. 3. There is no going back to the previous step in a sequential workflow.



State Machine Workflow



The following flowchart is an example of a state machine workflow.



SharePoint 2010 Workflows are right away available in SharePoint 2010 and new workflows can be added with workflow authoring tools. Workflows can be associated with the following SharePoint items:    



Lists Libraries Content Types Sites (only Visual Studio created workflows can be associated with sites)



You need to be a member of the site owners group or at least have full control permission on a list or library.



SharePoint Workflows The following workflows are available with SharePoint 2010:       



Three-state (only available out-of-the-box workflow in SharePoint Foundation 2010) Approval Collect Feedback Collect Signatures Disposition Approval Issue Tracking Translation Management



What is a Three-state Workflow in SharePoint? Three-state workflow helps organization to track workflows which has three states and two transitions. It's designed to track status of list item, task, etc. With each transition between states, the workflow assigns the task to some person and sends an email alert:



Figure: Three state workflow In order to better understand three-state, we will create a simple task list. This task list will go through a review process. Following is how the workflow will be executed:   



Administrator initiates the task. The task is assigned to the reviewer. The reviewer then reviews the task, makes his comments and makes the task in progress. Once he makes the task in progress, it's automatically assigned to the acceptor. Acceptor finally does the complete review and closes the task.



Approval Workflow  The Approval workflow routes a document or item that is saved to a list or library to a group of people for approval.  By default, the Approval workflow is associated with the Document content type and it is thus automatically available in document libraries.



 Start an Approval workflow directly from a document or item in a list or library.  The server assigns tasks to all participants.  If e-mail alerts are enabled for the server, the server also sends e-mail alerts to all participants.  Participants can click a link in the e-mail task alert to open the document or item to be approved.  Participants can choose to approve, reject, or reassign their approval tasks.  While the workflow is in progress, the workflow owner or the workflow participants can view the Workflow Status page to see which participants have completed their workflow tasks.  When the workflow participants complete their workflow tasks, the workflow ends, and the workflow owner is automatically notified that the workflow is complete.



Collect Feedback  The Collect Feedback workflow routes a document or item that is saved to a list or library to a group of people to collect their review feedback. By default, the Collect Feedback workflow is associated with the Document content type and it is thus automatically available in document libraries.  Start a Collect Feedback workflow directly from a document or item in a list or library.  The server assigns tasks to all participants.  If e-mail alerts are enabled for the server, the server also sends e-mail alerts to all participants .  Participants can click a link in the e-mail task alert to open the document or item to be reviewed.  Participants can make changes or insert comments directly in the document. In the task form, they can provide feedback comments.  They can also reassign their review tasks or request a change to the document or item to be reviewed. When the workflow participants complete their workflow tasks, the workflow ends, and the workflow owner is automatically notified that the workflow is complete.



Collect Signatures  The Collect Signatures workflow routes a Microsoft Office document that is saved to a list or library to a group of people to collect their digital signatures.  The Collect Signatures workflow works only with Microsoft Office Word 2007 or Microsoft Office Excel 2007 documents that contain one or more Microsoft Office Signature Lines.  It is automatically available in document libraries for documents or workbooks that contain Microsoft Office Signature Lines.  Differs from other predefined workflows in Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 in that users must start this workflow from within the 2007 Microsoft Office system client program in which the signing task will be performed. Participants must also complete their signing tasks for the Collect Signatures workflow within the client program.



 Must first save your document or workbook to a SharePoint library where the specific Collect Signatures workflow that you want to use is available.  To start a Collect Signatures workflow, open the Office Word 2007 document or Office Excel 2007 workbook in which you want to collect one or more signatures.  If the document or workbook does not already contain the Microsoft Office Signatures Lines that you need, you must insert them or the Collect Signatures workflow will not be available for use.  To start the workflow from within the client program, click the Microsoft Office Button, click Workflows, and then select the Collect Signatures workflow that you want to use.  Fill out a workflow initiation form in which you specify the names of the people who need to sign the document.  The form automatically displays the names of the suggested signers who are specified within the document or workbook.  You can choose to assign the signature tasks in the order in which the signatures appear or to all signers at once.  The server assigns signature tasks to all participants.  If e-mail alerts are enabled for the server, the server also sends all participants e-mail alerts about their signature tasks. Participants can click the Edit this Task button in the email task alert to open the document or workbook to be signed and complete their signature tasks.  While the Collect Signatures workflow is in progress, the workflow owner or the workflow participants can view the Workflow Status page to see which participants have completed their workflow tasks.  When the workflow participants complete their workflow tasks, the workflow ends, and the workflow owner receives an e-mail message that the Collect Signatures workflow is complete.  This e-mail message specifies the names of all of the people who have signed the document, along with the names of the people who were originally indicated as suggested signers.



Disposition Approval  The Disposition Approval workflow is designed to support records management needs within an organization.  This workflow manages the document expiration and retention process by allowing participants to decide whether to retain or delete expired documents or items.  Supports both records management and document management processes by providing organizations with a way to manage and track the process by which expired or out-ofdate content is evaluated and deleted.  Users can manually start the Disposition Approval workflow on individual documents or items.  Can configure the Disposition Approval workflow to work in conjunction with the Expiration policy feature of an information management policy, so that the workflow starts automatically when documents or items on a site expire.  Although the Disposition Approval workflow can be used for any list, library, or content type on a Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 site, it can be used specifically on a



Records Center site to support records management needs and an organization's document retention policies.



Three-State Workflow  The Three-state workflow is designed to track the status of a list item through three states (phases). It can be used to manage business processes that require organizations to track a high volume of issues or items, such as customer support issues, sales leads, or project tasks.  Designed to work primarily with the Issue Tracking list. You can also use it with any custom list that has been configured to contain a Choice column with three or more values.  This workflow does not work with document libraries.  With each transition between states, the workflow assigns a task to a person and sends that person an e-mail alert about the task. When this task is completed, the workflow updates the status of the item and progresses to the next state.  A workflow participant can complete a workflow task in a Three-state workflow in two different ways.  A participant can edit the workflow task to mark it as complete, or a participant can change the status of the workflow item in the list.



difference between custom workflow and sharepoint designer workflow Only sequential workflows can be created in SharePoint Designer; state machine workflows cannot be created in SharePoint Designer. Deployment and moving is easy in custom workflows when compared to SharePoint designer workflows. Visual Studio can have code-behind. Visual Studio generates a workflow template which can be easily be deployed, SharePoint Designer workflows are typically built against specific lists and sites. Visual Studio allows for debugging!!



Authoring: Visual Studio: >>Full



development environment with a graphical designer that produces a template which can be associated with multiple sites, lists, and content types Designer:>> Wizard-driven interface that utilizes conditions and actions to produce a template that contains a set of declarative rules and is bound to a specific list Custom .NET code : Visual Studio: >>Yes



Designer:>> No Types:



Visual Studio: >>Sequential,



State Machine



Designer:>> Sequential only Completed Workflow: Visual Studio: >>Workflow



markup file and code-behind files are compiled into workflow



assembly. Designer:>> Workflow markup, workflow rules, and supporting files are stored uncompiled in a hidden document library on the site and compiled on demand. Debugging: Visual Studio: >>Yes.



Visual Studio 2005 debugging except for JIT exceptions.



Designer:>> No step-by-step debugging available Deployment: Visual Studio: >>Packaged



as a SharePoint feature and deployed to the server by an



administrator Designer:>> Deployed automatically when workflow is completed Association: Visual Studio: >>Template



must be associated with each and every list before it will be



available Designer:>> Association occurs at design time only Workflow Forms Visual Studio: >>



Can use any forms technology, such as InfoPath 2007 or ASP.NET 2.0



forms Designer:>> Automatically generates ASP.NET 2.0 forms, which can then be customized Create Custom Activities and Conditions Visual Studio: >>Yes



Designer:>> No. Must use a predefined set of activities and conditions.



Workflow Modification Visual Studio: >>Executing



workflows can be modified.



Designer:>> No modification is possible. ➤ SharePoint Designer 2013 — You can use SharePoint Designer 2013 to create simple, site



collection-scoped, declarative (no-code) workfl ows. You can also build custom actions that can be used in SharePoint Designer. ➤ Visual Studio 2012 — You can use Visual Studio 2012 to write more advanced workfl ows, using either the SharePoint 2010 or 2013 workfl ow templates. These workfl ows can be made available to multiple site collections and are widely accessible throughout the farm.



SharePoint Designer Can write only sequential workflows.



Visual Studio Designer for Windows Workflow Foundation. Can write both sequential and state machine workflows.



Automatic deployment against the specific list or library against which workflow is being Can be deployed as a feature. designed. Logic is defined declaratively using Steps Logic could be defined through custom code which comprises of Conditions and Actions written using C# or VB.NET. Workflow can be authored as Template which Workflows could be associated to a specific list once deployed could be associated with any list or library. or library. Workflow modifications are possible using Workflow modifications not possible. Modification forms built using ASP.NET or InfoPath form. Workflow markup, rules all are stored as a Workflows are compiled as an .NET assembly. document library on the site. Can’t be debugged. Debugging is possible using Visual Studio. ASP.NET Forms only can be used as an input ASP.NET and InfoPath Forms can be used as form input forms Available in SharePoint Online A declarative workflow is created in Microsoft SharePoint Designer and is saved as one or more XOML files instead of compiled C# or Microsoft Visual Basic code. The workflow is then saved to a website's Site Assets library as a SharePoint solution package (.wsp file), which can be downloaded and then installed to any site collection as a sandboxed solution. At run time, the XOML markup is converted to code, compiled, and executed. Consider the following points about declarative workflows: 



Only sequential workflows can be created in SharePoint Designer; state machine workflows cannot be created in SharePoint Designer.



 











Only a Reusable workflow—not a List workflow or a Site workflow—can be saved as a sandboxed solution in SharePoint Designer. A declarative workflow that was created when SharePoint Designer was working with a website on a SharePoint Server 2010 farm cannot be deployed to a site collection on a SharePoint Foundation farm. A workflow that is published as a Global Reusable workflow cannot be directly saved as a sandboxed solution in SharePoint Designer. However, you can copy it as a non-global workflow, which you can then save as a sandboxed solution. A declarative workflow that is downloaded from a Site Assets library can be imported into Microsoft Visual Studio and modified before it is installed as a sandboxed solution; but there are some nuances to the process. For more information, see the following sections.



What is the difference between method activity and event activity in WorkFlow ?



A method activity is one that performs an action, such as creating or updating a task. An event activity is one that runs in response to an action occurring Workflow can be applied to what all elements of SharePoint ? Workflow associations are often created directly on lists and libraries, a workflow association can also be created on a content type that exists within the Content Type Gallery for the current site or content types defined within a list. In short, it can be applied ... At the level of a list/library At the level of a content type defined at site scope At the level of a content type defined at list scope



How to attach workflows to the content types?



can be attach to a list, site or to a content type in SharePoint 2010. But there are only two options in the workflow wizard: list or site workflow. So how do you associate workflow with a content type? In order to associate workflow with a content type you have to change the AssociationCategories element value in the workflow’s Elements.xml file to ContentType. For this Double click the Elements.xml file for the workflow to open it. Locate the AssociationCategories element and change its value to ContentType like: ContentType Click on the Workflow1 project item folder and open the Properties window. And change the value of the Auto Associate property from True to False. Then press F5 to build, package and deploy the project. Then go to the Site Actions ->Site Settings and under document content types click the Document content type. Now click the workflow settings link, the Workflow settings page is displayed. Click the Add a



workflow link, the add a workflow page will be displayed and from there you can select the workflow for the content type.



Workflow object model: Major assembly: Microsoft.SharePoint.Workflow      



Associate workflows to the list, library and content type: To associate a workflow to a list or document library, use the AddWorkflowAssociation method of the SPList object. To associate a workflow with a content type, use the AddWorkflowAssociation method of the SPContentType object. Both of these methods take an SPWorkflowAssociation object and add it to the specified list or content type, respectively. Remove workflow association from the list, library and content type: Use the RemoveWorkflowAssociation method to remove a workflow association from a list, and the RemoveWorkflowAssociation method to remove a workflow association from a site or list content type.



Managing workflows instances programmatically: Use the SPWorkflowManager object to manage the running instances of workflows across a site collection. The SPWorkflowManager object has no equivalent in the user interface. Use the SPWorkflowManager object to: Start, run, or cancel workflows. Return all the workflows currently running on a specific item. Perform other workflow administration operations. To manually start a specific workflow for an item—that is, a workflow that is not configured to start automatically—use the StartWorkflow(SPListItem, SPWorkflowAssociation, String) or StartWorkflow(SPListItem, SPWorkflowAssociation, String, Boolean) method.



Difference between event receivers and workflows? Unlike Workflows, Event Receivers cannot be triggered manually. Event receivers will support both Before/After properties but workflows supports only after properties [Means u can’t able to perform “ing” operations].



SharePoint event handlers run for a short period of time (generally seconds), while SharePoint workflows may run for a much longer time period (days, months, or even years).



Why custom workflows can’t be deploying using sandbox solution? In Workflow activity we have an .ACTIONS file. The .ACTIONS file will be stored in Physical Directory. But in Sandbox, we can't move any file to Physical location. Name



Available for sandboxed solutions



Sequential Workflow No. Programmatic workflows are not available for sandboxed solutions. State Machine Workflow



No. Programmatic workflows are not available for sandboxed solutions.



Import Reusable Workflow



No. Programmatic workflows are not available for sandboxed solutions.



Import SharePoint Solution Package



Yes, if the items that is imported from the package are supported.



Workflow Association Form



No. Association forms include .aspx files and are not available for sandboxed solutions.



Workflow Initiation No. Initiation forms include .aspx files and are not Form available for sandboxed solutions. How to attach workflows to the content types?



//To attach it for specific content type  ContentType;0x010100a945f312c7bd4a589d1489ca8307f24d //To attach it for all content types ContentType //To attach it for specific content type   ContentType;0x010100a945f312c7bd4a589d1489ca8307f24d



;#ContentType;0x0101009a30bd7a9c18447e9b806af9c0931b9c  



How to attach workflows to the list and library?     List _layouts/WrkStat.aspx   



Remember points: Workflows run with “system account” by default. InfoPath forms cannot be created with Visual Studio. Previous versions of Visual Studio provided that capability but it was removed from the current 2010 version. Other debugging tips:



Failed on Start usually means an error is happening in SharePoint before your workflow code spins up, such as not being able to find the workflow dll. Error Occurred usually means the workflow started and the error is somewhere in the code.
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